
professional opportunities in eni
for management engineers



quality system engineer Management of the Quality System. Advice to operational lines on the maintenance and development of required 
quality standards for processes and projects. Management of the Quality System including analysis of organisational 
processes, recommendations for improvements to processes, definition of quality standards (KPI), performance of 
internal audits for verification purposes and liaison with external certification bodies. 

project engineer (project 
management + planning and 

E&C cost controller)

Project work with the objective of planning activities for the job or service in question. Use of project planning 
techniques (GANTT, PERT, etc.) to evaluate and define, based on the resources available, the overall and detailed plan 
for the work: milestones, distribution of economic resources and allocation of human resources. Communicating plan 
to Management and to the resources involved, compiling the relevant reports. Monitoring of trends in project times and 
costs, proposing solutions for any recovery action.

construction engineer
on/offshore

Through participation in Project Team activities, management of the overall construction process for onshore and 
offshore rigs and platforms, structures and pipelines; coordination of contractors and necessary equipment; ensuring 
all rigs and platforms are standardized.

logistics engineer Managing, developing and diffusioning logistics know-how; identifying site logistic requirements and defining any 
necessary improvement or construction work; configuring and executing the relevant projects; planning and executing 
specialist logistic services for the operating units and for exploration, development and production projects. 

planning and management 
control

Preparing and consolidating company budgets/plans. Management control activities through the measurement of 
specific performance indicators for periodic assessment (forecast and actual) of discrepancies between predefined 
objectives and results attained; providing data to the bodies responsible for defining corrective actions.    

buyer/contract engineer Purchasing of products and services based on technical specifications provided by the lines of business, using qualified 
suppliers. Management of purchasing budget and tenders, including online tenders, in compliance with national and 
international regulations and company procedures on the subject.

human resources assistant Advising operating lines on all areas linked to the definition of processes and procedures, structures and roles. 
Supporting the definition of company IT processes. Cooperating with other HR functions to ensure the right mix of 
human resources in terms of quality and quantity to achieve company targets.



visit the eni.com website - “Jobs & Careers” section - to submit your application by filling out the online form and check which of these positions are currently available

risk assessment engineer Operating in various fields: finance, internal audit, HSE and within engineering and construction projects. Using risk 
assessment techniques to predict high risk areas for processes or projects, in order to activate prevention systems to 
address financial risks, decision risks and those linked to the safety of people, plant and the environment. 

internal auditor Internal control within company work processes. Analysis of internal regulations with assessment of any risks inherent 
in the processes and activities, advising people involved to keep risks under control, analysis of internal practices and 
operating flows, highlighting any differences in comparison to requirements and proposing solutions.

estimating engineer Operating in the sales field. Defining bids made by the company to customers. Compilation, based on knowledge of 
work processes, of estimates at the feasibility stage and during the execution stage, each time a change or variation in 
the work is required.

market analyst Monitoring of market dynamics for the commodities covered and supporting traders by means of a timely and detailed 
analysis of possible price developments. Knowledge of target markets and analysis of data and important events to 
provide effective tools to support the decisions of traders and management.

trader Buying and selling of commodities and financial products (oil, products, derivatives, gas, power, CO
2
, LNG) on markets 

covered by the company to maximize portfolio value while respecting the code of ethics and procedures. Developing 
and maintaining relationships with counterparts in target regions/markets and with other traders operating in different 
offices, taking into consideration the international nature of the company.

customer support Analysis and evaluation of bids for the supply of gas. Supporting sales units, by provision of price simulations for the 
energy market and the implementation of new products. Supporting the drawing up and management of gas supply 
contracts. Working with the administrative units on checking credit lines and management of debt collection. Preparing 
business reports and presentations.

note: the job opportunities listed are open to both men and women, in line with equal opportunities legislation.
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